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is disclosed. The CPU escalating adapter comprises a circuit

board, a power connection, a Voltage regulator, a stabilivolt
integrated circuit, a programmable array logic (PAL) and a
toggle Switch member. The cooperation of the toggle Switch
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Stabilivolt integrated circuit for modifying a reference input
Voltage of the Stabilivolt integrated circuit and a Supply
Voltage via Switching a toggle Switch member.
In accordance with a further aspect of the present
invention, an input for inputting the reference Voltage of the
Stabilivolt integrated circuit is connected to the toggle Switch
member via a divider resistor for changing a negative
feedback of the divider resistor by Switching the toggle

CPU ESCALATING ADAPTER WITH
MULTIVOLTAGE AND MULTIPLE

FREQUENCY SELECTION
BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

1. Field of the Invention

The present invention relates to a CPU escalating adapter
with multivoltage and multiple frequency Selections, and
more particularly to a CPU escalating adapter with multi
Voltage and multiple frequency Selections which is adapted
for an escalated CPU, without replacing a host.
2. Description of Related Art
An early PENTIUM CPU uses a power supply of 5 volts
and operates at a frequency of 60 and 66 Mhz. However, this
chip has disadvantages of large Size and high cost, Since a
Significant power loSS may occur and a 0.5 micrometer
process is adopted. As a result, an improved PENTIUM
CPU with a frequency more than 75 mhz, a 0.35 micrometer
process and a voltage of 3.3 volts is developed. This
improved PENTIUM CPU has a shortened appearance Sub
stantially the same as a 486 computer CPU and the power
consumption thereof is reduced. However, an early design of
a host of this kind of CPU only Supports a Single Voltage and
a frequency multiplication factor between 1.5 and 2, So that
it is only adapted for the CPU with frequency between 75

Switch member.
1O
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mable array logic (PAL) for converting a part of control
signals of the CPU.
Other objects, advantages and novel features of the inven
tion will become more apparent from the following detailed
description when taken in conjunction with the accompa
nying drawings.
25

Mhz and 133 Mhz. Therefore, the host of the CPU can not

be escalated to use frequency between 166 Mhz and 366
Mhz due to the limitation of the frequency multiplication
factor. To solve this problem, the host needs to be elimi
nated. Later, a kind of host Supporting the frequency mul
tiplication factor of 3 is disclosed. Though this kind of host
is adapted for a CPU with frequency of 200 Mhz, it still can

not be used for a new PENTIUM CPU (with multimedia
instruction set) or an AMD K6 and CYRIX M2 CPU due to

the limitation of Supporting a single Voltage of the host.
The present invention provides an improved CPU esca
lating adapter with multivoltage and multiple frequency
Selections to mitigate and/or obviate the aforementioned
problems.
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SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

One object of the present invention is to provide a CPU
escalating adapter with multivoltage and multiple frequency
selection which is adapted for an escalated CPU, without
replacing a host.
Another aspect of the present invention is to provide a
CPU escalating adapter with multivoltage and multiple
frequency selection which is adapted for not only the CPU
with single voltage, but also the CPU with multivoltage.
A third object of the present invention is to provide a CPU
escalating adapter with multivoltage and multiple frequency
Selection which provides a Selecting range between 2 and 5.5
of the frequency multiplication factor.
In accordance with one aspect of the present invention, a
CPU escalating adapter with multivoltage and multiple
frequency Selection comprises a circuit board defining a
plurality of recesses for receiving the CPU and having a
plurality of pins extending downwardly therefrom to be
inserted into a CPU socket of the computer host; a power
connection disposed at one side of the circuit board; a
Voltage regulator composed of a plurality of Switches
divided into groups for controlling the Voltage regulator and
frequency multiplication factors.
In accordance with another aspect of the present
invention, the Voltage regulator comprises a regulator and a

In accordance with the present invention, the toggle
actuator has a plurality of Switches connected with an input
of multiple frequency selection of the CPU for providing a
function of Selecting frequency multiplication factors.
In accordance with Still a further aspect of the present
invention, the CPU escalating adapter with multivoltage and
multiple frequency Selection further includes a program
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BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

FIG. 1 is a perspective view showing a CPU escalating
adapter with multivoltage and multiple frequency Selection
in accordance with the present invention;
FIG. 2 is a schematic view showing the combination of a
CPU, a radiating fin and the CPU escalating adapter in
accordance with the present invention;
FIG. 3 is a circuit diagram of the CPU escalating adapter
with multivoltage and multiple frequency Selection in accor
dance with the present invention; and
FIG. 4 is a graph diagram showing the Setting of a toggle
Switch member of the CPU escalating adapter in accordance
with the present invention.
DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF PREFERRED
EMBODIMENT

Referring to FIG. 1, the CPU escalating adapter with
multivoltage and multiple frequency Selection in accordance
with the present invention comprises a circuit board 10, a
power connection 20 disposed at one Side of the circuit
board 10, a voltage regulator 30, a stabilivolt integrated

circuit 40, a programmable array logic (PAL) 60 and a toggle
Switch member 70. The circuit board 10 defines a plurality
50
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of recesses 50 for receiving a CPU 80 (see FIG. 2) and has
a plurality of pins (not shown and not numbered) extending

downwardly therefrom to be inserted into a computer host.
In assembly, referring to FIG. 2, the CPU 80 to be
escalated is firstly engaged with the CPU escalating adapter
via a plurality of CPU pins respectively being inserted into
the recesses 50 of the circuit board 10. Then a radiating fin
90 is mounted onto the CPU in a conventional manner.

60

Finally, the power connection 20 is coupled with a CPU
power Source of the computer host.
The toggle switch member 70 comprises a plurality of
Switches and is located on a center of the circuit board 10 for
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Selecting frequency multiplication factors or different mul
tivoltage values by Switching each Switch in order to be
adapted for a new CPU with high speed.
Referring to FIG. 3, the power connection 20 is connected
to the voltage regulator 30. At two ends of the voltage
regulator 30, VCC and VCC10 respectively form two sets of

5,938,769
4
an improved Selecting range between 2 and 5.5 of the
frequency multiplication factor.
It is to be understood, however, that even though numer
ous characteristics and advantages of the present invention
have been Set forth in the foregoing description, together

3
power supply. The power supply VCC directly input by the
power connection 20 is a CPU voltage output by the
computer host, while the power supply VCC10 is formed by
Switching the toggle switch member 70 a voltage which
varies between 2.5 volts and 3.3 volts in order to provide
voltage to the CPU core with double power supplies. An

with details of the structure and function of the invention,

the disclosure is illustrative only, and changes may be made
in detail, especially in matters of shape, Size, and arrange
ment of parts within the principles of the invention to the full
extent indicated by the broad general meaning of the terms
in which the appended claims are expressed.

adjusting end (ADJ) of the Voltage regulator 30 is connected

to the stabilivolt integrated circuit 40. A reference voltage

input end (FD) is connected to the Voltage output end
(VCC10) via a divider resistor 41 and a fifth to eighth switch

of the toggle Switch member 70.
With the combination of the voltage regulator 30, the
stabilivolt integrated circuit 40, the divider resistor 41 and
the toggle Switch member 70, output voltage of the Voltage
regulator 30 can be changed since the toggle Switch member
70 forms different negative feedback voltages by Switching
on and Switching off each Switch thereof.
When the frequency multiplication factors are to be

I claim:
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modified, Since a first Switch, a Second Switch, and a third

Switch of the toggle switch member 70 are directly con
nected with the bus frequency pins BF0, BF1, and BF2 of
the CPU 80, the on-off state of the first, the second, and the

third Switches determines the State of the frequency multi
plication factors of the CPU 80. A fourth Switch of the toggle
Switch member 70 is connected with a clock pin CLK of the
CPU 80 for setting the clock power of the CPU 80. The
programmable array logic 60 provides conversion of control
signals of the CPU 80.
The above mentioned Settings of each Switch of the toggle
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Switch member 70 are shown in FIG. 4. If a P55C, M2, K6,

P54C or K5 model of a CPU is used, there are eight choices
of the first Switch, the second Switch, and the third Switch of

the toggle Switch member 70, which forms a Selecting range
of frequency multiplication factors from 2.5 to 5.5. The
value in the Small brackets indicates the frequency multi
plication factor of a PENTIUM P54C CPU and an AMD
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member.

K5CPU. If a CYRIX 6x86 or 6x86L model of CPU is used,

the frequency multiplication factors vary between 2 and 3.
When the voltage value of the CPU core is to be adjusted,
voltage varies between 2.5 volts and 3.3 volts can be
obtained by the fifth switch P5, the sixth switch P6, the
seventh Switch P7 and the eighth switch P8 of the toggle
Switch member 70 so as to be used for multivoltage CPU
with various core Voltages.
The Voltage regulator includes a plurality of Switches
divided into groups for controlling the Voltage regulator and
frequency multiplication factors.
Accordingly, a CPU escalating adapter with multivoltage
and multiple frequency Selection in accordance with the
present invention is adapted for an escalated CPU, without
replacing a host. The CPU escalating adapter can be used for
not only the CPU with single voltage, but also the CPU with
multivoltage. Further, the CPU escalating adapter provides

1. A CPU escalating adapter with multivoltage and mul
tiple frequency Selection comprising:
a circuit board defining a plurality of recesses for receiv
ing a CPU and having a plurality of pins extending
downwardly therefrom to be inserted into a CPU socket
of a computer host, Said plurality of pins including a
plurality of bus frequency pins for determining a fre
quency multiplication factor for the CPU;
a power connection disposed at one side of the circuit
board for Supplying power to the CPU escalating
adapter;
a voltage regulator disposed on the circuit board for
providing a Supply Voltage to the CPU,
toggle Switch member disposed on the circuit board and
connected to the Voltage regulator and the plurality of
bus frequency pins for Setting the Supply Voltage and
the frequency multiplication factor for the CPU; and
a Stabilivolt integrated circuit connected to the Voltage
regulator, the Stabilivolt integrated circuit having a
reference Voltage input end for receiving a reference
input Voltage, the reference Voltage input end being
connected to the toggle Switch member whereby the
reference input voltage as well as the Supply Voltage to
the CPU is modified by setting the toggle switch
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2. A CPU escalating adapter with multivoltage and mul
tiple frequency Selection as claimed in claim 1, wherein the
reference Voltage input end of Said Stabilivolt integrated
circuit is connected to the toggle Switch member via a
divider resistor for changing a negative feedback of the
divider resistor by Switching the toggle Switch member.
3. A CPU escalating adapter with multivoltage and mul
tiple frequency Selection as claimed in claim 1, wherein Said
toggle Switch member has a plurality of Switches connected
with the plurality of bus frequency pins for providing a
function of Selecting frequency multiplication factors.
4. A CPU escalating adapter with multivoltage and mul
tiple frequency Selection as claimed in claim 1, further

includes a programmable array logic (PAL) for converting a
part of control signals of the CPU.
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